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Course Description and Syllabus 

This course will focus on a variety of strategies to engage students in close reading, critical 

thinking, and persuasive writing.  In order to investigate a variety of critical thinking and 

questioning techniques, participants are invited (and strongly encouraged) to bring a favorite 

video/film clip of 2-5 minutes in length to view and discuss with the group. We also will explore 

methods that enable students to connect literary devices with meaning and examine ways to 

promote student “ownership” of Shakespeare’s heightened language (referencing Much Ado about 

Nothing, Hamlet, and other frequently taught plays). In addition, participants will have the 

opportunity to deconstruct the 2017 AP English literature exam and, of course, share teaching ideas 

with other experienced AP instructors. 

NOTE: Because participants represent a variety of backgrounds, our schedule as listed below is flexible.  

 

Monday— Asking Questions of Teachers, Students and Texts 

Understanding the nature of the course and exam –brief discussion 

Strategies for critical questioning and writing better essays 

Examine student samples of the Open Question essays from the 2017 AP exam  
 

Tuesday — More Questions of Texts  

Videos for analysis – Part 1 

Connecting literary devices to meaning 

Analyze the 2017 prose question and examine student sample essays in order to identify common 

weaknesses in lower papers and strengths in upper papers. 
 

Wednesday — Thinking about Poetry  

Videos for analysis – Part 2 

Techniques for “owning” and analyzing Shakespeare’s language 

Strategies for Analyzing Poetry 

Analyze the 2017 poetry question and examine student sample essays in order to identify common 

weaknesses in lower papers and strengths in upper papers. 
 

Thursday — Final Questions 

Techniques for tackling multiple-choice questions  

Videos for analysis – Parts 3 and 4 

Final presentations 

 
What participants should bring: 

 Favorite video/film clip of 2-5 minutes in length to view and discuss (The short scene choice 

might reveal characterization, tone, theme, symbol, metaphorical thinking, etc.) 

 laptop or tablet 

 Highlighters 

 Sticky notes  

 Copy of current (or planned) AP course syllabus  
 
What participants MAY WISH to bring: 

 a flash drive  
 


